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Rand note: the volatile domestic currency has weakened again, to R14.82/USD from 
R14.31/USD a week ago, after recovering then from closer to R14.96/USD a week 
before that, as fears of quickened US tapering arise again 
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•   The rand is currently trading at R14.83/USD, R17.38/EUR and R20.54/GBP, vs. 
R14.31/USD, R16.98/EUR and R19.92/GBP a week ago, but volatile on a resumption of 
risk off in global financial sentiment on resurgent concerns US monetary policy stimulus 
will be wound back. 

•   In particular, the US Federal Reserve Bank highlighted at its FOMC meeting almost two 
weeks ago, that it would keep monetary policy highly accommodative until US 
employment is at maximum levels, highlighting at the time that it believed labour 
participation was low. 

•   However, Friday’s drop in the US’s unemployment rate for July, to 5.4% from June’s 5.9%, 
was well below the expected 5.7%, while US nonfarm payrolls’ tally of new jobs at 943 000 
was well above the 870 000 expected. 

•   The prior US nonfarm’s payroll reading was revised down to 850 000, from 938 000, and 
this drop in June’s assessed figure doubtless contributed heavily to the much larger than 
expected lift in July’s figures, which spooked markets. 

•   The US labour force participation rate however did not see much change, from 61.6% in 
June to 61.7% in July, historically having run above 62.5% in the main since 2015, and as 
such is not signifying any likely near term change in the US monetary policy stance.   

•   Consequently, markets likely overreacted to Friday’s US jobs data, and the domestic 
currency may have room to strengthen as risk aversion eases somewhat, but markets are 
not yet leaning in this direction as they continue to worry over the straight payrolls figure.   

•  Last week Thursday night the rand briefly spiked to R14.76/USD on Tito Mboweni’s 
resignation as Finance Minister but recovered its lost ground on the news he was replaced 
by Enoch Godongwana who has been reported to be against increased expenditure or 
taxes. 

•   However, it remains to be seen what the new Finance Minister will bring to SA’s 
government finances. The rand remains highly sensitive to US economic data readings, 
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and as such will likely remain volatile, and at risk of any perceived indication of US tapering 
on the horizon. 

•   The domestic currency so far averages R14.53/USD this quarter, fractionally weaker than 
the expected average, with potential to track stronger in coming weeks, but also at risk as 
global markets worry about the spread of the delta variant and accompanying lockdowns 
globally. 
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•   August is traditionally a risky month for the domestic currency, afflicted by the risk-off 
nature of the Northern Hemisphere summer holidays (where investors tend to reduce risk 
as they take their annual large vacation break), and this exacerbates market sentiment 
shifts. 

•   In South Africa, new Finance Minister Godongwana has been reported to be a promoter 
of economic growth and reforms to drive an improvement in government finances and is 
said to have sounded caution previously on higher taxes and expenditure. 

•   His seniority in the ruling party is expected to stand him in good stead, as well as being 
better able to debate issues, and drive consensus solutions, but he nevertheless inherits 
a difficult post and markets still worry Tito’s exit does actually signal pressure for higher 
expenditure. 

• A further deterioration in government finances is the risk, especially higher expenditure 
which SA simply cannot afford, and is the wrong route to take. Furthermore, the tax base 
is tiny and any tax increases would harm the economy and yield little, given the low 
buoyancy ratio. 

•   Indeed, government spending remains elevated, while economic reforms lag 
substantially, and the recent cabinet reshuffle does not change this at all, with the 
Ministers most opposed to the necessary changes to achieve a free market economy 
retaining their posts.    

•   While elevated commodity prices have allowed government finances to outperform, there 
has been little appetite from government to save its tax overruns and reduce debt. Instead, 
expenditure has increased, and this is likely another reason for Mboweni deciding to exit. 

•   Increasing expenditure and taxes further is definitely not the right approach to take, and 
has seen SA’s government finances reach the deteriorated point they are at over the past 
decade, and into the current decade. The appetite for reform has faded further on Tito’s 
exit. 
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•  July’s riots strongly reduced investor appetite, higher taxes would reduce it further and SA 
risks moving further towards a failed state in the absence of cutting back actual 
expenditure, not just future planned expenditure or future planned growth in expenditure. 

•   The rand has not seen much movement this afternoon so far, but certainly did not 
strengthen on the cabinet reshuffle, which lost one of the best Ministers and failed to gain 
any likely to drive an impetus for structural reform, and so faster economic growth and 
higher revenues. 
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